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1. INTRODUCTION

STEFAN, Sustainable Tourism: Eco-friendly Actions Network, is a European Project fi-
nanced under the Erasmus+ Program of the European Union, dedicated to the creation of 
different training tools focused on ecotourism, in response to the skills improvement needs 
of a booming sector. which, until now, has not had high-quality training opportunities de-
signed specifically around its characteristics.

In this context, the main priority of STEFAN Project is to develop an innovative educational 
e-learning platform and create an educational material focusing on practical tasks and on 
new IT possibilities, which are currently very important in tourism sector in European coun-
tries. With the development of the educational material and e-learning platform, the part-
nership has been able to promote ecotourism as well as sustainable tourism in the Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Spain, Macedonia, and Slovenia.

Moreover, the aim of the outputs of the project is to increase the number of tourism pro-
fessionals, raise entrepreneurial skills and cooperation between educational companies, 
people who work in the tourism sector, and tourists themselves.

This document is the Intellectual Output 4 of this project, “Thematic Booklet”, for which 
each country has developed a local thematic tour. 

It has been developed over several months of work in the participating entities of these five 
countries, accompanied by different experts and specialists in ecotourism, as well as social 
agents, businessmen in the sector, or other stakeholders.

The people and entities that have participated in the creation of this document would like to 
give special thanks to all the ecotourism professionals that we visited or consulted, for their 
generous contribution to the project, their involvement, and all the facilities given to design 
tours with a high added value.

The STEFAN Team, 2022.
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2. THE THEMATIC TOUR: A STEFAN PROJECT CONCEPT

The thematic tours presented below are not just a list of places, activities, attractions or 
routes, but the core of an experience that, supported by different places, natural resources 
and local activities linked to ecotourism, generate a synergy and a potential that increases 
its attractiveness as a destination, establishing viable and interesting routes for travellers, 
tourists or visitors of different types.

STEFAN’s Thematic Tours have been designed based on the “experience” to be lived or 
enjoyed in an ecotourism environment as the core its contribution and potential. The idea 
is to assume the service that makes up this tourist offer as an experience to be provided, 
and to materialise it through the different opportunities, resources and agents detected at 
a local level.

This is where STEFAN Project has managed to take the next step, using the very process 
carried out for the design of that experience - analysing, visiting and structuring different 
pre-existing tourism options - to push the participating professionals of the sector to coop-
erate with each other; to collaborate and generate shared synergies. 

This has shown local tourism agents that cooperation and exchange is the most powerful 
way to strengthen their own market offerings.

It has been, in short, a valuable opportunity to push them to cooperate, to look for and find 
ways to add up in the value chain; to have a broader perspective -beyond their own busi-
ness or small environment- and to start to see others not as competition, but as an oppor-
tunity to face together the enormous opportunities that this market offers today.
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This meeting of ecotourism as an experience, and of fostering cooperation in designing 
and implementing it.

In this Booklet you can find five interesting examples of Thematic Tour in different coun-
tries, different environments, and even with different background realities or different cul-
tures; as a sample of thematic tours developed in different ways but with a great potential, 
which are a true inspiring example for future big and small initiatives and projects linked to 
ecotourism in Europe.
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3. THEMATIC TOUR IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

3.1. General description

Name: Tour through breathtaking Jeseníky
Country: Czech Republic
Location: Jeseníky/Praděd area

Topic: Natural beauty of Jeseníky

Description of 
the tour:

This is a tour that will start in the Eco Park, which is near the town 
of Velké Losiny. Afterwards, you will go through the beautiful nature 
of the Jeseníky Mountains on foot to the town of Karlova Studánka, 
where the Bílá Opava nature trail begins, ending at the foot of Mount 
Praděd, at the top of which the thematic tour ends with a beautiful 
view.

Duration: Full day turistic trip

Target audi-
ence / market:

Everybody who loves walking and wants to discover nature´s beau-
ties.

Ecotourism 
attractions:

Tour starts at Eco farm, where it is possible to see a large number of 
wild animals. Visitors are guided through the park by a local game-
keeper who also gives expert commentary on the local animals. You 
can find wild fallow deer, mouflon, wild boar and forest animals in the 
game reserve, the tour continues on foot to the spa town of Karlova 
Studánka, the whole route leads through nature and over hills such 
as Jelení Hřbet, Velký Máj and Vysoká Hole,then it follows Bílá 
Opava nature trail which offers beautiful views of the Bílá Opava 
river. The trail consists of two parallel routes (blue 5.5 km and yellow 
5 km), which in places lead along the same path. In total, there are 13 
information panels on the trail describing the surrounding nature and 
the Bílá Opava River. The tour ends at the Praděd mountain which 
is a very important mountain from the point of view of Czech folklore 
(according to legends, it was from this mountain that the Grandfather 
of Bohemia discovered the Czech land) and offers a beautiful view of 
the surrounding countryside.

Integrated ele-
ments:

Walking tour through nature, hiking, mountains, everyone who loves 
hiking and nature

Tourist Value 
Chain / Ser-

vices / Stake-
holders:

Possible accommodation in Velké Losiny / Karlova Studánka, move-
ment primarily by foot through the tour, afterwards combination of 
bus/train. 

Distribution: Distributed by both cities (Velké Losiny + Karlova Studánka) or some 
Czech oriented agencies for foreigners. 
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3.2. Specific information

Description.

This thematic route is aimed at nature 
and hiking lovers with a bit of a look 
back into the past at the myths from 
the history of the Czech. Anyone with 
these interests will find something 
about this tour. The whole route starts 
near the town of Velké Losiny, which 
was first mentioned in 1296. The town 
was for many years under the rule of 
the Žerotín family and in the centre is 
the beautiful Losiny Castle.

However, this is only the beginning of 
the journey as one ventures a short 
distance outside the town to the Eco 
Park where one can watch wildlife 
such as wild fallow deer, mouflon, 
wild boar and forest animals in the 
game reserve. The entire park can be 
basolvated with a guided tour from a 
local huntsman who will add a lot of 
interesting information to each ani-
mal. 

After the hike starts with wildlife 
watching and a small historical walk 
around the town, the real hike can be-
gin, with about 20 kilometres of beau-
tiful nature in the Jeseníky Mountains. 
He will pass by many streams and 
beautiful natural scenery, and to-
wards the end of the journey he will 
climb over three peaks (but don’t wor-
ry about any crazy climb, each hill is 
about 1300 meters above sea level) 
and the whole journey ends in the spa 
town of Karlova Studánka. 

You can rest, refresh yourself and 
continue your journey through the 
Bílá Opava nature trail, which, in ad-
dition to several waterfalls, numerous 
cascades and rapids, rock formations 
and romantic corners of the spruce 
forest, also offers basic information 
about the nature of this unique re-
serve on 13 information boards. The 

Velké Losiny Castle

Eco park Velké Losiny

Karlova Studánka City
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trail is six kilometres long and passes 
right by the waterfalls. At the end of the 
trail there is the hotel Ovčárna (again it 
is possible to find some refreshments 
here) from where it is only a short walk 
to the top of the whole trail, which is 
Mount Praděd, which offers a beautiful 
view of the whole surrounding area and 
is a historical place firmly linked to the 
Czech nation.

Users’ experience. 

As the description implies, it is a very 
touristic activity based primarily on 
walking. Those who decide to follow 
this route should expect to spend the 
whole day on their feet. The reward for 
the day’s hike, however, is the beautiful 
scenery of the Jeseníky region, which 
is one of the most beautiful areas in the 
Czech Republic.

Strengths. 

What makes this trail different? It’s not 
a small hike, but really a day hike, but 
the route is not exceptionally challeng-

Bílá Hole trail

View from Vysoká Hole hill
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ing and is a beautiful combination of many things (it starts with animal watching and talking 
about animals, followed by a walk through the historic town, then a beautiful route through 
nature and views, a spa town, a nature trail that ends with a climb to the Praděd). All of 
these aspects make this hiking tour a really interesting experience, which together makes 
for a wonderful full day program.

Position. 

We would imagine the marketing for this tour, and what it is about, as an advertisement for 
the beauty of the Jeseníky region and a lure to combine beautiful hiking and visits to histor-
ical places ending on the mythical Praděd hill. Particularly as far as Praděd is concerned, 
marketing here is attractive for foreign tourists, as it is a famous place that is shrouded in 
many legends and has breathtaking view.

Value from an ecotourism point of view. 

The whole tour can be done on foot or, with minor modifications, by bicycle. Transport to 
Velké Losiny is possible by public transport. On this tour, you will get closer to nature, visit 
the Eco Park, get information about the region and finish the tour with a climb up Mount 
Praděd.

Projection. 

This tour is very specific - as it is aimed at people who like hiking and are not afraid of lon-
ger trips. It could be an addition to a broader package that offers hiking tours in different 
countries.
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Benefits. 

The primary benefit is that it will attract more people to the Jeseníky region, which is a 
beautiful place where there are many opportunities for self-relisation, and by completing 
this tour there is a possibility that people will return to the area. The benefit for the eco-farm 
is the visitors and the expansion of their activities, as far as the two towns are concerned, 
if travellers decide to stop in, it is potential income for the town coffers and the benefit for 
the rest of the places is that people will learn about them and spread the word about what 
beautiful places they are.

4. THEMATIC TOUR IN HUNGARY

4. 1. General description

Name: FourSeason Tour Balatonfüred, Tihany
Country: Hungary
Location: Balatonfüred, Tihany 

Topic: Ecotourism attractions, programs with the involvement of local entre-
preneurs

Description of 
the tour:

The tour starts with two natural attractions Inner Lake in Tihany and 
Tagore Promenade in Balatonfüred. After them tourists can decide 
which further attractions are interesting for them and which one they 
plan to visit. If they decide to stay overnight, they can visit the addi-
tional attractions as well, an in that case the program will fits for an 
entire weekend. 

Duration: min. 1 day depends on the chosen number of thematic tour and ad-
ditional attractions

Target audi-
ence / market:

Its audience is wide, from kids to elderly people who like nature and 
who love to discover local shops and support entrepreneurs by buy-
ing products/services locally. 
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Ecotourism 
attractions:

The tour will include 6 official and 6 additional program/attraction/lo-
cation:

1. Inner Lake Tihany
2. Eco Community House Balatonfüred
3. Moono Jewellery
4. Tagore Promenade and Memorial Tree Park Balatonfüred
5. Small Blue Apartment Balatonfüred
6. Cuki’s convenience store Balatonfüred

Additional programs/attractions/locations:

1. Tihany Abbey
2. Lóczy Cave Balatonfüred
3. Lavender House Visitor Centre, Tihany
4. Balaton-felvidéki National Park
5. Árpi Bácsi Házi Rétese – Uncle Árpi’s Homemade Strudel
6. Zelna winery – organic, sustainable farming

Integrated ele-
ments:

We involved directly the owner/manager/operator of the local entre-
preneurs. Future goal is, to convince more people/local producer/
farmer/owner/agents to join our initiative and make FourSeason Tour 
a huge group of attractions who are more visible and more effective 
together.

Tourist Value 
Chain / Ser-

vices / Stake-
holders:

If the tourists decide to stay we suggest to choose Small Blue Apart-
ment Balatonfüred but of course they have the possibility to choose 
from the wide range of accommodation offers from the city. 

Distribution:
FourSeason Tour have a leaflet which mention all the attractions with 
their location. The participants have that in their place and share it 
with customers, promote the tour suggest each other’s products and 
share customers if they are interested. 

4. 2. Specific information

Description. 

The FourSeason Tour will include ecotourism attractions and entrepreneurs from the local 
area. Participant can choose which one they will visit and spend time there. 

Balaton provides limitless possibilities. You can spend their weeks in summer-
time with kids enjoying the lake, you can visit the extremely rich natural heri-
tage in every season of the year, you can spend time autumn and winter explor-
ing the wineries of Balatonfüred-Csopak wine region or spend a weekend spring 
time hiking volcanic places, visiting the Natural Park or exploring caves of the area.  
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List of attractions:

Inner lake, Tihany.

The Inner lake is situated directly under the 
village, it is almost perfectly round with the 
clear water surface. It lies 26 m above the 
level of the Lake Balaton in the sunken calde-
ra following volcanic eruption. It provides a 
beautiful panorama on Tihany village. You 
can just sit down to one of the bench or 
walk around the lake. There area has rich 
vegetation, small animals and birds. On the 
other side of the lake there is a fenced area 
with Hungarian Gray cattle. Inner Lake is a 
peaceful spot and it shows its beauty differ-
ently in spring, summer, autumn and winter 
time.

Balatonfüred eco community house

Eco community house is located in the old town of Balatonfüred. The house provides wide 
range of possibilities like events, accommodation possibility, summer programs, confer-
ences, exhibitions…etc. Eco aspects were very important when the house was renovated 
in the last 5 years. The electricity is provided mostly by renewal energy as the house have 
sun collectors on the roof. As a community services the house can be used free of charge 
by non-profit organisation, so the programs are various. It is suggested to informed of the 
programs, because there are some open event to the public, but there are also yoga class-
es or dance lessons with limited spots or even closed events. 
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Moono Jewelry

The brand started in a village Kiskunfélegyháza. The 
owner of the brand visited art fairs, markets all over 
the country. It was a huge step when she collaborated 
with some other brands an open a shop in Budapest. 
Together they can help each other and they can be 
more visible to their customers. They share rental cost, 
marketing budget and together they are much more 
effective. The new possibility in Balatonfüred provides 
a great help as fix places are better than occasionally 
held fairs and markets. The aim to have clients from the 
Balaton region as well. The brand started as a hobby 
and now it is a full time job. The owner try to buy primar-
ily from Hungarian manufacturers and makers. In terms 
of packaging, she is also choose recycled packaging 
materials when available.

Tagore Promenade and Balatonfüred Memorial Tree Park

It was named after the Nobel Prize-win-
ning Hindu poet Rabindranath Tagore, 
who regained his health in the autumn of 
1926 at the Heart Hospital. His memorial 
tree and statue can be seen at the front 
of the promenade. Famous poets, politi-
cians and scientists have planted trees 
in the memorial tree park. Tagore Prom-
enade is well known as the main street 
of the Balaton, there are a lot of events 
takes place here, so before arrive it is 
suggested to check the calendar. Just to 
mention the biggest events: Balatonfüred 
Wine Festival, Concours d’Elegance, Ba-
laton Fish and Wine Festival.

Small Blue Apartment Balatonfüred

The apartment is open in the whole year and it is operated by a local citizen. The small 
apartment has 3 rooms, the maximum capacity is 6 person. It is located in the old town of 
Balatonfüred. The lake Balaton and Tagore Promenade is around 25-30 minutes by walk.
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Cuki’s convenience store Balatonfüred

The store opened in May 2022 and from the begin-
ning there were cooperation with local producers, 
farmers. The store is quite small but they have a 
wide range of products, like bakery products, veg-
etables, fruit, home-made cheeses, special wines, 
chilled drinks, confectionery products, alcohol, 
dairy products…etc.

There are some additional places which are officially not joined to FourSeason Tour, but 
they are at the neighbourhood and definitely worth to see them as they all connected to 
ecotourism in some way. If tourists plan to stay overnight or for a whole weekend, they can 
pick programs from these additional offers as well. region.

Tihany Abbey Lóczy Cave, Balatonfüred

Lavender House Visitor Centre, Tihany Balaton-felvidéki National Park

Árpi Bácsi Házi Rétese – Uncle Árpi’s 
Hommade Strudel Zelna Winery
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Users’ experience. 

Lake Balaton is a very interesting touristic region. More than 70% of the service/product 
providers are just open for 3-4 month in the year – for summer time. The bigger part of the 
year there are a lot of programs, services, museums, restaurants which are not available. 
In the last year there were huge campaign to promote this area and trying to extend the 
season. Balaton is not just a lake for Hungarians, we call it “the Hungarian sea”. But it is 
important to know that the region is much more than a summer vacation, Balaton have 
endless possibilities of recreation – hiking, fishing, sailing, tracking, biking, gastro tourism, 
wine tasting, cultural programs, festivals, natural park visits, protected natural areas, Une-
sco heritage sights, thermal water, caves, outdoor sports, adventures…etc.

Strengths. 

Balaton is well known summer holiday region in Hungary. In the last years there were a lot 
of great initials to emphasise that lake Balaton is great in off seasons and it have a special 
atmosphere at spring-autumn-winter time as well. The aim of The FourSeason Tour is to 
collect program providers, craftsmen’s, entrepreneurs, farmers, wineries and other type 
of service providers who are open and available all year, not just summertime. This kind 
of cooperation is a great opportunity for a small entrepreneur who does everything on his 
own. By sharing costs together, things become possible which are almost impossible to do 
alone, such as renting a shared premise, advertising it, joint advertising, events and other 
marketing costs. In addition, they each bring their own following of customers, which can 
build on to reach a wider and wider audience. With the involvement of a local accommoda-
tion, we try to emphasise that small apartment managed by local people have the special 
advantage that you can speak with a person who probably spent their whole life in the area 
and can suggest you hidden treasures and personal experience. Nowadays this personal 
experience is really high valued and some people specially prefer this kind of accommoda-
tion and not the 50-100 rooms huge hotels.

Position. 

Balaton tourists market is focusing summertime. With FourSeason Tour we would like to 
contribute to an unseasoned and unaged region, which offers limitless possibilities from 
January to December to people from 1-99 years. The main aim is to think of Balaton region 
when we would like to spend an afternoon or a weekend in the nature, even when it is 
snow, because there are natural spots and attractions that can show a totally different face 
and peaceful landscapes even in wintertime. And after the walk in the nature we can visit a 
winery taste fantastic organic wines or explore the region’s tasty gastronomy.

Value from an ecotourism point of view. 

All local entrepreneur of Balatonfüred have the possibility to join the tour and to strengthen 
the cooperation between small service providers. As a tour they will be more visible and 
they can have shoulder season. Around Balatonfüred there are several nature attractions 
where people can leave city problem and crowd and they can chill and recharge in the 
beauty of the nature. All the included tour attractions/entrepreneurs are interested in sus-
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tainability and ecological approach. When we start to search interested parties in the region 
the two main key concepts were: “willingness to collaborate” and “eco-conscious attitude”. 

Further on the idea and main aim of FourSeason Tour is to change the summer bookings 
load and create a year-round season to better distribute the number of tourists throughout 
the year helping to reduce the pressure on the environment during summertime.

Projection. 

There are a lot of potential in this initiative. The already joined entrepreneurs can imagine 
that this can be a beginning of a great cooperation of small entrepreneurs around the whole 
lake Balaton and if it will be successful great opportunities and further development can 
happen. A strong cooperation between small service providers can ensure visibility and in 
long term strong collaborations can start to improve, like mobile applications where users 
can find the places which are open all seasons, provided maps to the service providers, 
search possibilities if you want to list the included attractions by theme/type of services, 
products…etc. The further development possibilities are endless.

Benefits. 

FourSeason Tour Balatonfüred include mostly small entrepreneurs, who do not have the 
opportunity or the financial background to invest a lot in country-wide marketing, so they 
grab every possibility to became more visible for their buyers, to attract their target group 
and to provide their services/products to a wider audience. 

5. THEMATIC TOUR IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACE-
DONIA

5. 1. General description

Name: 1 Night & 2 Days Package. Wine, Food and Cultural Tour from 
Skopje to Demir Kapija

Country: R. N. Macedonia

Location: Demir Kapija wine region and the ancient city of Stobi in the biggest 
Macedonian wine region Tikvesh 

Topic: Wine, food and cultural tourism 

Description of 
the tour:

Visit of two picturesque wineries in Demir Kapija, town in the central 
part of the country by the Vardar river, watching the production of wine 
and tasting the best varieties, having lunch and dinner prepared from 
the fresh local products with traditional recipes, learning about wine 
tradition in the local wine museum, listening the traditional Macedo-
nian folk songs and dances, learning to dance folk dances (optional) 
and visiting the ancient antic city Stobi on the way back to Skopje.
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Duration: 1 Night & 2 Days, from 10.00 First Day to 13.00 Second Day

Target audi-
ence / market:

People of all ages, who are fond of discovering new tastes, cultures 
and traditions, enjoying in nature, valuing good wine, food and peace-
ful accommodation.

Ecotourism 
attractions:

1. Royal Winery Queen Maria, walking around the old shadowed 
park of the charming winery of the former Yugoslavian royal family 
from the beginning of the 20th century, listening the rich history of the 
place, watching the old cellar and production of wine, tasting the best 
varieties, lunch with traditional local food.

2. Wine Museum in Demir Kapija, walking among the ancient arte-
facts and listening to the history of the wine production in the biggest 
Macedonian wine region Tikvesh.

3. Popova Kula Winery, walking around the rustic winery, built on 
the hill where the “Priest’s Tower” (meaning of the name) has been 
during the Turkish ruling, climbing to the top of the tower, watching the 
picturesque green surrounding of the valley and production of wine, 
tasting the best varieties, dinner with traditional local food.

4. Macedonian folk songs and dances, played by the local folk en-
semble, performed in the wide green yard of the winery, watching 
during the dinner and learning to dance folk dances (optional).

5. Ancient city of Stobi, walking and listening the professional guide 
about the history of this archaeological site which was an incredi-
bly important Roman city for the whole Balkan Peninsula, economic 
and strategically valuable hub, once the capital of a Roman province 
named Macedonia Secunda. 

Integrated ele-
ments:

This two scenic wineries between vineyard hills and mount river val-
leys made Demir Kapija and surrounding a touristic destination with 
thousands of visitors all over the year and main hotspots of the region. 

All you eat, drink and taste is local food and wine from local produc-
ers and all the services you get in the wineries are from local staff, 
who are happy to show the guests the delights of the place.

Beside for wine lovers, the place became well known for the adven-
ture and sport tourists, seeking for new excitements and routes. The 
region is rich with many natural elements: the huge rock for climb-
ing near Demir Kapija glen, routs for hiking on the mount Kozhuf, 
bird watching and especially whitehead eagles, fishing in two mount 
rivers, walking along the Doshnica River, visiting the Cactus Valley, 
climbing the Prosek Fortress, riding bicycles among the vinyards and 
horseback riding.

The place is also enriched with cultural elements. Local folk club is 
made of young local girls and boys, learning and keeping the Mace-
donian tradition and teaching the tourists to dance, which is important 
from a cultural point of view. The Wine Museum in Demir Kapija is 
telling interesting stories about wine production from ancient times, 
and the biggest archeological site Stobi is near to Demir Kapija and is 
inevitable part of the visit of the region. 
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Tourist Value 
Chain / Ser-

vices / Stake-
holders:

High quality wine tour with excellent wines, produced in an ap-
proved wineries with a high reputation and experienced as great 
hosts. Peaceful accommodation in a stylish hotel, food prepared 
from the local products with traditional Macedonian recipes. High 
standards transport, tourist guides highly professional.

Distribution:

Organized by local agents and directly by the two vineries: Royal Win-
ery Queen Maria and Popova Kula Winery.

The promotional data can be found online, in tourist agencies, tour 
operators, hotels and other type of accommodation all around the 
country, as well as on social media.

5. 2. Specific information

Detailed description. 

1. Start from Skopje at 10.00 from the parking of the Hotel Holiday Inn. Transport for 
1 hour 30 minutes from Skopje to Demir Kapija (108 km) with an air-conditioned bus or 
shuttle bus (depending on the number of participants), through the central N. Macedonia 
by the River Vardar, passing by the cities Veles and Negotino, through the E75 corridor.

2. Stop at the Royal Winery Queen Maria, at the entrance of Demir Kapija at 11.30. 
Walking around the old shadowed park with peacocks and listening the rich history of the 
place. 

The story goes back to 1927, when the King Aleksandar Karadjordjevic of Yugoslavia de-
cided to build his royal property there. He was adviced by his Royal experts that among 
other places in the Balkans, the land near Demir Kapija is the most fertile and perfect for 
growing grapes and wine production. His ambition was to create a wine exclusively for 
the needs of the Royal Family. The king named the property ‘Queen Maria’ after his wife, 
Maria Karadjordjevic. The royal estate included a hospital, a church, a kindergarten, as 
well as the famous villa built for Queen Maria. The production began in 1928 and wine with 
extraordinary quality was produced in a cellar with a capacity of 500.000 litres. Almost a 
century later, the winery and the property is privately owned, renovated and modified for a 
very high-quality product. The idea is to combine the charm of the previous century space 
with the most modern simplicity. 
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3. Watching the production of wine in the Royal Winery Queen Maria, tasting 4 best 
varieties, among which are also special green and blue wines. The wines are from domes-
tic and international sorts of grape, made by the top enologists.

 

4. Lunch in the Royal Winery Queen Maria at 13.00 with traditional local food, served 
in the cosy restaurant, or in the terrace during the summer. Lunch is prepared from the local 
products, with a plenty of salads and meals from the Mediterranean cuisine, first class of 
local cow, lamb and goat cheese, finished with delicious desserts. Rakija can be drunk with 
the salads and cheese. Possibility to buy wines in a wine shop.

5. Leaving the Royal Winery Queen Maria at 14.30. Driving shortly (4 minutes, 1.5 
km), or walking among the vineyards from the Royal Winery Queen Maria to the town 
Demir Kapija (20 minutes).

Demir Kapija is a town in N. Macedonia, located near the ominous limestone gates of the 
same name. It has 3.700 inhabitants. It is a part of the biggest wine region in Macedonia - 
Tikvesh, located in the very heart of the country and stretches along similar latitudes as the 
Bordeaux region in France, Tuscany region in Italy and the Napa Valley region in California. 
The wine district is situated on around 2.000 sqm of fertile land, surrounded by mountains 
on three sides. With nearly 13.000 hectares of vines, the Tikves wine region represents 
around one third of the all grapes grown in Macedonia, a place where the southern Med-
iterranean climate, full of long and warm summers and the northern continental climate, 
with mild and rainy winters, combine. High quality grape types such as Sauvignon, Vranec, 
and Merlot are just a part of the unique taste of Macedonian wines. An autochthonic sort 
Stanushina gives a especially delicate and fresh rose or red wine. Also, the famous Mace-
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donian brand named “rakija” (a fiery brandy) is produced in this region.

6. Visit of the Wine Museum in Demir Kapija at 15.00 and listening to the explanations 
about the history of wine and excavations by the professional guide. Because of smooth 
climate and plenty of sunny days, grapes and wine producing is traditional occupation of 
the locals ever since ancient times. 

7. Leaving the Wine Museum at 16.00. Driving shortly (5 minutes, 1.9 km), or walking 
by the river and among the vineyards from the Wine Museum in Demir Kapija to the 
top of the hill to the Popova Kula Winery (25 minutes) at 16.30.

Popova Kula Winery is a greenfield project. The owner got this idea while studying in the 
USA and he decided to return home and start the story of the Winery in 2004. To remain 
faithful to the tradition and historical heritage of the site, the winery got its name from a 
tower, Popova Kula (Priest’s Tower), which once served as an important checkpoint on the 
ancient Roman road near the location. The location has excellent climate and perfect soil 
for grape growing, so in 2005 the first harvest and wine production started. It took some 
time since the hotel and restaurant were built and wine tourism began in 2009. 

8. Walking around and inside the Popova Kula Winery to the top of the tower, watch-
ing the picturesque green surrounding of the valley and production of wine, tasting 
4 best varieties until 17.30. The wines are from domestic and international sorts of grape, 
especially attention is given to the Macedonian authentic sort Stanushina, which can be 
produced in white, rose and dark rose wine with fresh fruity taste.
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9. Resting in the hotel room, seating or walking around the property from 17.30 to 
20.00.

The property also organize outdoor activities such as a walk along the Doshnica River, a 
visit to the Cactus Valley, climbing the Prosek Fortress, renting bicycles that can be used on 
the trails around Popova Kula, climbing the rocks of the Demir Kapija Gorge and horseback 
riding (optional).

10. Dinner in Popova Kula Winery at 20.00 with traditional local food, served in the 
cosy restaurant, or in the shadowed terrace by the green space during the summer. 
Possibility to buy wines in a wine shop. Dinner is prepared from the local products with 
traditional recipes, known by plenty vegetables under the sunny Macedonian climate, first 
class of local cow, lamb and goat cheese, sour milk and yogurt (not sweet).
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11. Macedonian folk songs and dances, 
played by the local folk ensemble, per-
formed in the wide green yard of the winery, 
watching during the dinner and learning to 
dance folk dances (optional). 

One of the best forms through which one can 
discover the Macedonian culture and tradi-
tion are traditional folk dances performed 
with passion by people of all ages. They burst 
with rhythms, fast dancing steps, colourful 
and vigorous costumes in red, white, yellow and black colours mainly, and beautiful songs. 
The traditional way of dancing in the circle, holding with hands is called ‘oro’.

12. Accommodation in the hotel of the Popova Kula Winery. 

Accommodation for 1 night is in a stylish hotel of Popova Kula Winery with 33 rooms, each 
one named and decorated by different varieties of grapes and wines. All the rooms have 
Internet access, air conditioner and TV. Allf the rooms have a balcony with a breathtaking 
view of the green valley and vineyards on the hills. The hotel is run as a sustainable tourism 
amenity.
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13. Breakfast in the hotel of the Popova 
Kula Winery and drinking morning coffee or 
tea with a sunny valley in front of you from 
8.00 to 10.00.   

14. Leaving Popova Kula Winery at 10.30 and driving to the ancient city of Stobi for 
25 minutes (32 km), about 11.00.

15. Walking and listening the professional guide about the history of the archaeolog-
ical site Stobi, from 11.00 to 12.00. 

The old city of Stobi is located near the town Gradsko, on the main road that leads to Sko-
pje. Stobi is the most famous archaeological site in N. Macedonia, narrating the colourful 
history from the Archaic, Roman, Byzantine, and Slavic eras. It is a truly rare example of 
a massive ancient city where several empires have left their mark. As a tourist attraction, 
Stobi will teleport you twenty centuries back. An ancient town was the capitol of Paeonia, 
later, around 200 BC, conquered by Philip V of Macedon, and finally turned into the capital 
of the Roman province Macedonia Secunda. Located at the confluence of rivers Crna and 
Vardar, it was a strategically important urban, military, administrative, trade and religious 
centre of two large empires: Roman and Early Byzantine. 
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The biggest Roman site dates from the 1st century AD and the early town covered an area 
of about 25.000 m2. The city rests on 3 terraces, surrounded by walls. In the centre is well 
preserved Roman amphitheatre, large enough to seat over 7.000 people. Around are 
remains of beautiful temples, luxury villas, baths and churches, with elegant marble colon-
nades,  pools and unique mosaics. The most fascinating is Episcopal basilica from the 
5th century AD, with an impressive mosaic floor showcasing a peacock. This iconic mosaic 
art is depicted on the Macedonian Denar coin and banknote. In many city layers,  you can 
meet an ancient Jewish synagogue from the 3-4th century AD, late Hellenistic graves 
and Slavic graves from the 9-12th century.

16. Going back to Skopje for 1 hour (77 km), starting at 12.00 and arriving at 13.00.

Users’ experience. 

Users will enjoy the relaxed tour, full of pleasure and joy for all the senses: gazing the 
picturesque wine landscapes, tasting local wine and food, breathing deep fresh air of an 
unspoiled nature, snorkelling into the Macedonian culture and history by folk dances and 
archaeology.

Users will never forget the rich tastes and aromas of Macedonia, whose source lies in the 
fertile soil, numerous sunny days and light breeze along the rivers! 

Users will get in love with the Macedonians, passionate dancers and singers, but also in-
credible hosts with warm and open-heart hospitality!

Strengths. 

Demir Kapija is not so well known as other wine destinations, while it is offering a wide 
range of eco-attractions. In this tour Demir Kapija is the first time in the focus as a tourist 
destination and not the side player. It is exciting for the tourists to discover it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synagogue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hellenistic_period
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Position. 

This wine tour enriches the offer for wine tours in N. Macedonia with a new combination of 
elements. The first time all the relevant stakeholders in the wine tourism in Demir Ka-
pija are united (Royal Winery Queen Maria, Popova Kula Winery and the Wine Museum 
in Demir Kapija), in combination with cultural offer (Macedonian folk songs and dances, 
and ancient city of Stobi).

Value from an ecotourism point of view. 

The tour offers plenty ecotourism elements: local wine and food tasting, climbing the glen 
rock, routs for hiking on the mount Kozhuf, bird watching and especially whitehead eagles, 
fishing in two mount rivers, walk along the Doshnica River, visiting the Cactus Valley, climb-
ing the Prosek Fortress, riding bicycles among the vinyards and horseback riding.

Projection. 

The tour is typical for the wine tourism, with natural and cultural elements. It can be a 
guide for places in other countries with the same content (wineries, natural sites, cultural 
sites). This tour is complemented with other tours in the Balkan region, for the tourists 
who are travelling around, since the countries are not so big and are easy reachable.

Benefits. 

The tour is giving an added value to each of the wineries, by sharing the tourists and 
promoting Demir Kapija as a valuable tourist destination in N. Macedonia for wine tourism, 
but also for other sort of ecotourism. It influences on a positive way the Wine Museum in 
Demir Kapija, as well as the archaeological site Stobi, upgrading and enriching their offer 
and number of visitors.
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6. THEMATIC TOUR IN SLOVENIA

6. 1. General description

Name: ECO touristic fairy-tale through Brda

Country: Slovenia

Location:

Brda

 

Topic:

•	 Typical gastronomy and wines
•	 Culture and typical products
•	 Nature-based experiences and soft adventure activities
•	 Interactivity with tourists 
•	 Eco-transports

Description of 
the tour:

The tour will include a three-days experience in Brda, with an em-
phasis on ecotourism. Local service providers are selected, offering 
a rich tourist experience that characterizes and presents the local 
environment. The tour is designed so that tourists experience Brda 
from several aspects: gastronomic and culinary, cultural and natural 
attractions, visits to eco-tourist farms that offer authentic local prod-
ucts (olive oil, wine, fruit), visits to sacral heritage sites, wine safari, 
and taste authentic local dishes)

Duration: 3 day (2 nights)

Target audience 
/ market:

it is intended for individuals, couples, older and younger tourists 
who like the touch of homeliness and appreciate the preserved old 
customs that are still used and offered today
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Ecotourism at-
tractions:

1. Gonjače lookout tower: https://brda.si/znamenitosti/kulturne_
znamenitosti/2012051415204567/Razgledni%20stolp%20
Gonja%C4%8De/

2. The village of Šmartno (culture and history): https://www.brda.
si/spoznaj/od_vasice_do_vasice/2012012809325274/

3. Museum Briška house (culture and history): https://www.brda.
si/pomembne_informacije/2015081913510854/Bri%C5%A-
1ka%20hi%C5%A1a%20in%20Olj%C4%8Dni%20bar/

4. St. Martin Chich Šmartno (culture and history): https://kamza-
vikend.si/ideja/cerkev-sv-martina-v-smartnem

5. Olive Bar (typical local eco-products): https://www.oljcnibar.
com/

6. Local eco-tourism market of Šmartno (typical local eco- prod-
ucts)

7. Marica House (culinary, typical local dishes, homemade dish-
es): https://www.marica.si/

8. Tourist farm Štekar (accommodation, typical local product, culi-
nary): https://stekar.si/ 

9. A gastronomy workshop (interactive involvement)
10. Oton Reya Wine House (tour – organic wines production 

with tasting) with tasting: https://www.brda.si/nastanitev/
zasebne_sobe_apartmaji_in_gostisca/2016081811114214/
Hi%C5%A1a%20vina%20Oton%20Reya/

11. Belica – eco standards offer of services (culinary): https://beli-
ca.si/

12. Cycling routes adventures: Cherry and Olive with e-bike
13. Farm Skok (presentation of wine and fruit eco-production): /
14. Blaževi Farm (presentation of eco-production and cultivation of 

wine, fruit, and herbs production): https://www.facebook.com/
people/Kmetija-Bla%C5%BEevi/100057237439025/

15. Štafnel Tourist Farm (culinary, typical dishes): https://stanfel.si/ 
16. Wine safari with electric vehicles (tasting of premium wines at 

cellars of 5 well known wine producers)
17. Cultural program at Art Circle ambasada Klinec with cultural 

program (culinary, culture): http://www.klinec.si/index_sl.php
18. Skubin Art Ceramics Studio (culture): https://www.brda.si/

domaci_ustvarjalci/2012020909233568/Atelje%20umet-
ni%C5%A1ke%20keramike%20Skubin/

19. Church of Kozana (history and culture): https://www.brda.
si/znamenitosti/sakralna_dediscina/2012051415175523/
Cerkev%20v%20Kozani/

Integrated ele-
ments:

Institute for tourism, culture, youth, and sports Brda in collaboration 
with tourist offer providers

https://brda.si/znamenitosti/kulturne_znamenitosti/2012051415204567/Razgledni%20stolp%20Gonja%C4%8De/
https://brda.si/znamenitosti/kulturne_znamenitosti/2012051415204567/Razgledni%20stolp%20Gonja%C4%8De/
https://brda.si/znamenitosti/kulturne_znamenitosti/2012051415204567/Razgledni%20stolp%20Gonja%C4%8De/
https://www.brda.si/spoznaj/od_vasice_do_vasice/2012012809325274/
https://www.brda.si/spoznaj/od_vasice_do_vasice/2012012809325274/
https://www.brda.si/pomembne_informacije/2015081913510854/Bri%C5%A1ka%20hi%C5%A1a%20in%20Olj%C4%8Dni%20bar/
https://www.brda.si/pomembne_informacije/2015081913510854/Bri%C5%A1ka%20hi%C5%A1a%20in%20Olj%C4%8Dni%20bar/
https://www.brda.si/pomembne_informacije/2015081913510854/Bri%C5%A1ka%20hi%C5%A1a%20in%20Olj%C4%8Dni%20bar/
https://kamzavikend.si/ideja/cerkev-sv-martina-v-smartnem
https://kamzavikend.si/ideja/cerkev-sv-martina-v-smartnem
https://www.oljcnibar.com/
https://www.oljcnibar.com/
https://www.marica.si/
https://stekar.si/
https://www.brda.si/nastanitev/zasebne_sobe_apartmaji_in_gostisca/2016081811114214/Hi%C5%A1a%20vina%20Oton%20Reya/
https://www.brda.si/nastanitev/zasebne_sobe_apartmaji_in_gostisca/2016081811114214/Hi%C5%A1a%20vina%20Oton%20Reya/
https://www.brda.si/nastanitev/zasebne_sobe_apartmaji_in_gostisca/2016081811114214/Hi%C5%A1a%20vina%20Oton%20Reya/
https://belica.si/
https://belica.si/
https://www.facebook.com/people/Kmetija-Bla%C5%BEevi/100057237439025/
https://www.facebook.com/people/Kmetija-Bla%C5%BEevi/100057237439025/
https://stanfel.si/
http://www.klinec.si/index_sl.php
https://www.brda.si/domaci_ustvarjalci/2012020909233568/Atelje%20umetni%C5%A1ke%20keramike%20Skubin/
https://www.brda.si/domaci_ustvarjalci/2012020909233568/Atelje%20umetni%C5%A1ke%20keramike%20Skubin/
https://www.brda.si/domaci_ustvarjalci/2012020909233568/Atelje%20umetni%C5%A1ke%20keramike%20Skubin/
https://www.brda.si/znamenitosti/sakralna_dediscina/2012051415175523/Cerkev%20v%20Kozani/
https://www.brda.si/znamenitosti/sakralna_dediscina/2012051415175523/Cerkev%20v%20Kozani/
https://www.brda.si/znamenitosti/sakralna_dediscina/2012051415175523/Cerkev%20v%20Kozani/
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Accommodation:

Štekar Farm, Toursm Valentinčič, Verderber – Apartments and rooms, Kabaj Farmhouse, 
Hotel Venko, Tourist farm Štafnel, Tourist farm with accommodation Breg, Apartments and 
rooms Češnjev gaj, Refreshment room Pr’Marjotu, Gredič hotel, Štekar House, Marinič 
apartment, Vila Vita Vipolže, Homstead Feri, Belica accommodation, House Marica, Pin-
tar Estate, Pri Bregarju, Bužinel restaurant, rooms and wine, Villa Eva, Aldila Art rooms 
and apartments, Hotel Kozana.

Restaurants

Štekar Farm, Refreshment-museum Sabotin, Tourism Valentinčič, Kabaj Farmhouse, Ho-
tel Venko, Tourist farm Štanfel, Tourist farm Breg, Refreshment room pr’Marjotu, Gre-
dič restaurant, Belvin restaurant, Belica restaurant, House Marica, Pri Bregarju, Bužinel 
restaurant.

Gredič

In all its magic, Gredič tells a story about its place, wines, 
food and people giving it life.

Hotel Venko

A relaxing atmosphere, caught in the embrace of a hilly land-
scape, offers a pleasant and comfortable stay and unforgetta-
ble entertainment.

Tourist Value Chain / Services / 
Stakeholders:

Belvin

Belvin offers various culinary delicacies along with a glass of 
high-quality wine.

 

House Marica

House Marica is located behind the walls of a picturesque 
medieval village Šmartno.

Gredič

In all its magic, Gredič tells a story about its place, wines, 
food and people giving it life.

https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/hotels/2012092112183618/Gredi%C4%8D/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/hotels/2012040410112292/Hotel%20Venko/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/hotels/2012092112183618/Gredi%C4%8D/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2012100314552970/Belvin/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2014012411575048/House%20Marica/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/hotels/2012040410112292/Hotel%20Venko/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/hotels/2012092112183618/Gredi%C4%8D/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2012100314552970/Belvin/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2014012411575048/House%20Marica/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/hotels/2012092112183618/Gredi%C4%8D/
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Bužinel - restaurant, rooms & wine

Excellent Mediterranean cuisine with great wines and rooms 
that offer views on green Brda hills.

Subida

Subida – a small centre stretching across the green island 
in the middle of the Brda vineyards, from which it draws it 
vitality.

Pizzeria

All lovers of delicious pizza from the wood-fired oven will 
enjoy the pleasant atmosphere of the Pizzeria “Pr’Andreju”.

Refreshment room pri Marjotu

Our refreshment room is located on one of the highest Brda 
hills, next to the view tower with a wonderful view on the 
whole Brda region.

Refreshment-museum Sabotin

Sabotin – a peace park, a proud loner offering much more 
than just a walk in the nature. Our rich offer at the top will 
certainly impress you.

Bar Pr’Naad

Bar Pr’Naad is located in the House of Culture in Šmartno.

Bar/Pubs

Pizzeria

All lovers of delicious pizza from the wood- fired oven will 
enjoy the pleasant atmosphere of the Pizzeria “Pr’Andreju”.

Refreshment room

Refreshment Room “na lepem razgledu” is located in the 
village Gornje Cerovo.

https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2016092113340822/Bu%C5%BEinel%20-%20restaurant,%20rooms%20&%20wine/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2013041215421943/Pizzeria/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2012121114241616/Subida/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2012020710202386/Refreshment-museum%20Sabotin/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2020061416463052/Bar%20Pr'Naad/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2012072611222545/Refreshment%20room%20pri%20Marjotu/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2016092113340822/Bu%C5%BEinel%20-%20restaurant,%20rooms%20&%20wine/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/restaurants/2012121114241616/Subida/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2013041215421943/Pizzeria/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2012072611222545/Refreshment%20room%20pri%20Marjotu/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2012020710202386/Refreshment-museum%20Sabotin/
https://www.brda.si/hotels_and_restaurants/pubs/2020061416463052/Bar%20Pr'Naad/
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Tourist farms

Belica

Homestead Belica is located at the very top of the village 
Medana, from where the view reaches all the way to the Alps 
and the Adriatic Sea.

Pintar Estate

Nestled in the shadows of pines and vines, with a view of the 
Karst to the east, the Adriatic sea to the south, and the Friuli 
plain to the west, this is a place for all those who enjoy peace 
and lush nature.

Štekar Farm

Experience the richness of flavours, the luxury of peace, the 
magical Brda landscape and the authenticity of the locals.

Tourism Valentinčič

This is a place where beauty, elegance and peace are united 
in harmony, which will change your holidays into an unforget-
table experience.

Tourist farm with accommodation Breg

On the hill, rising above the river Idrija, lies our tourist farm.

Kabaj Farmhouse

The farm lies in a quiet, sunny location, in a village named 
Šlovrenc.

Pri Bregarju

The idyllic farm is located at &quot;Breg&quot;, at the foot of 
the hill Sabotin.
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Tourist farm Štanfel

If you want to enjoy the traditional food of our grandmothers, 
a glass of good wine and escape from the stressful every-
day life, you are kindly welcome to visit us at the tourist farm 
Štanfel.

Štekar House

In the hear of the Brda region, just a few kilometres from Nova 
Gorica, lies our 250- year-old house

Wine, fruit, and olives suppliers: 

Čarga, Family farmhouse Jakončič, Erzetič in Višnjevik, Štekar Farm, Tourism Valentinčič, 
Soslič wines, Kabaj farmhouse, Kocijančil Zanut Farm, Benedetič farm, Winemaking Šibav 
Dušica, The Pulec Wine Farm, Boris and Deni Marinič, Family farmhouse Komjanc, Bja-
na, Drnovšček Farm “Kovačevi”, Tourist Farm Štefnel, Pičulin farm, Viticulture and fruit 
growing Na Bregu Marinič, Scent of Summer – Marinič farm, Winemaking Mužič, Gredič, 
Farmhouse Kumar – Primar, Štekar House, Oton Reya Wine House, Olive bar Šmartno.

Specialized providers:

Tourist guides for territory of Brda (Slovenian, English and Italian language) according to 
the list of the Institute for tourism brda: Tatjana Bašin, Nina Erzetič, Marija Kolenc, Anka 
Lipicer, Pter Marinič, Eva Mavrič, Nevenka Prinčič, Aleks Simčič, Helena Simčič. 

Tour Guides

Turistično informacijski
center Brda, 
Šmartno 13
5211 Kojsko
tel.: +386 (0)5 395 95 95 / email: tic@brda.si

Tourist information board in Vila Vipolže

Vipolže 29, 5212 Dobrovo / tel: 0820 55 420, e-mail: info@vilavipolze.eu

Transports: 

- HOP ON Brda – circular tourist bus around Brda (available: June and September 
on Saturday and Sunday; July and August: every day)

- Nomago – private bus or van services, car or van rental.

- VE.DA.PLUS d.o.o. - private bus or van services, car or van rental.

- SILBUS Silvestser Šuligoj s.p. – minibus rental

MIVAX d.o.o.  - private bus or van services, car or van rental.

Distribution:
This tour proposal is focused on sold directly to final consumers 
(tour packages online or sold to tourists in visitors centre) as well 
as appropriate for intermediators such as travel agencies and tour 
operators. 
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 6. 2. Specific information

Description. 

It is a three-days (2-nights) ecotourism experience in Brda, which is intended for all those 
tourists who value unspoilt nature and home-grown production of both food and other cu-
linary offers. The tour includes those providers who offer services as they were offered in 
the past: natural, home-made, and eco-friendly. Brda is known for producers who were not 
led by time to industrialization but remained faithful to the production and processing of the 
offer using classic procedures. In the case of the tourist fairy tale through Brda, only those 
providers who belong to the group of eco-friendly providers of products and services are 
selected.

Description of the tourist offer included in the tour by days:

Day 1: 

Attractions included:

- Gonjače lookout tower
- The village of Šmartno 
- Church of Šmartno
- Museum Briška house
- Olive Bar – olive oil tasting
- Marica House – restaurant with tipical dishes
- Local eco-market in Šmartno
- Štekar Tourst Farm – accomodation
- 1 workshop: preparation of typical dishes from Brda
- Oton Reya (organic wines) – tasting
- Belica restarurant -  tipical Brda’s dishes

Day 2:

Attractions included:

- Cycling adventure “Cherry” with stop at Skok Farm (presentation of eco production 
and friut production) or “Olive” cycling adventure with stop at Kmetija Blaževi (eco 
production and cultivation of wine, fruit and herbs presetnation)
- Štafnel Tourist Farm – typical Brda’s dishes
- The Wine Safary with electric vehicles (tasting of top quality wines at 5 well-known 
wine producers)
- Tourist farm Klinec – gastronomy, cultural program of local musical atrists, “Art 
Circle exhibition”

Day 3:

Attractions included:
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- Skubin art Ceramics Studio
- Church of Kozana

Itinerary:

Day 1: 

At 9 o’clock arrival in Brda - Šmartno: (duration: 2 hours, difficulty: easy route)

- We will start the journey at the highest point of Brda, the Gonjače lookout tower, which 
is the first point a tourist must climb when he first arrives in Brda. From this point there is 
a magnificent view of the entire landscape and the hills, and at the same time the view 
reaches the snow-capped Alps on the north side, as well as the sea on the south side. We 
climb the tower by 144 steps. After visiting the tower, we will go down to the centre of the 
medieval village

The village of Šmartno represents the geographical centre of Brda and is a point from 
which an incredible view is offered. On this scenic hill, in the first half of the 16th century, a 
large anti-Turkish camp - a medieval fortress - was built around the church on the remains 
of a Roman stronghold. The village on the hill, surrounded by walls and fortified with de-
fensive towers, was first demarcated in 1317. The houses in the very core are clustered 
around the church of St. Martin, the largest parish church in Brda.

A small labyrinth of medieval houses will take the tourist to another time. We will also visit 
the museum - the Briška House, which represents the typical architecture and equipment 
of the Brda culture. In addition, we will also stop at the Olive Bar, which offers naturally 
produced, high-quality olive oil from Brda, and taste different types of olive oil. At the local 
eco-tourism market, which is open every day of the week in the very centre of the village, 
we will be able to experience authentic domestic eco-products produced by the local inhab-
itants: wine, olive oil, herb soaps, herbal scents, etc.

At 12:30 we will have lunch at the Marica House - a restored old homestead, named after 
“nona” Marica, who spoiled the children with home-made delicacies. It is known for its local 
cuisine and prepares dishes the way they were prepared in the olden times.

At 3 p.m., the hosts of Štekar Tourist Farm will meet us, where we will also be stationed. 
We will have time to rest until 5 p.m., and at 5 p.m. two options will be available:

- a workshop for the preparation of typical dishes from Brda. 
- Tour of a typical Brda’s wine cellar where organic wines are produced with 
tasting. 

We will end the day with dinner at Belica, which is a tourist farm that maintains an eco-stan-
dard in all areas of services, and where after dinner we will be given a tour of the entire 
Brda and their history, and where we will learn why Brda is known as a boutique eco-des-
tination that attracts tourists from many countries.

Day 2: 

At 10:00 a.m. after breakfast at the Štekar Tourist Farm, we will go on a cycling tour 
through the Brda hills, where there will be a choice of 2 cycling routes with electric bikes:

1. Cycling adventure “Cherry” - 5 km route (easy tour): Snežatno - Hum - Snežatno; total 
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duration of the route: 1.5 hours

2. Cycling adventure “Olive” - 10 km route (medium-easy tour): Snežatno - Hum - Gornje 
Cerovo - Snežatno: total duration of the route: 2 hours

At 1 p.m., lunch will follow at Štafnel Tourist Farm in Vipolže.

At 3 p.m., the Wine Safari follows, which is the main attraction of the tourist offer in Brda. 
We will go on a wine safari with electric vehicles, and it will include a visit and tasting of 
top-quality and world-renowned wines from 5 different well-known wine producers: Movia - 
Medana, Dolfo - Medana, Peršolja - Kozana, Mavrič - Kojsko and Bjana - Biljana. Duration 
of the journey: 4 hours

At 19:30 we will end the day with dinner at the tourist farm Klinec, which is also the cul-
tural embassy of the Art Circle, it will be possible to see an exhibition of painters who 
paint at the colonies, which are organized annually in Brda, and they paint exquisitely using 
natural materials.

Day 3: 

After breakfast at the Štekar Farm, a tour of the Skubin Art Ceramics Studio, a renowned 
Slovenian artist in clay. A tour of the Church in Kozana: one of the prides of sacred archi-
tecture in Brda - the conceptual design of the bell tower was created by the architect Jože 
Plečnik, as it was built in 1956 according to his plan, the bell tower was raised, so that it 
got its present completion in the form of a temple. After both wars, only a single bell was 
preserved, which was divided into three smaller ones when the belfry was restored.

Users’ experience. 

The tourist will experience the Fairy tale of Brda in a unique way, as the tour offers an 
experience that include all 5 senses: smell, sight, touch, hear and taste. This represents a 
unique and innovative way of tourist offer that includes gastronomy experience with typical 
dishes, cultural and natural offer, eco-mobility, short trips, typical products, and active inter-
active involvement of tourists in local workshop.

Strengths. 

The offer differs from other offers in the area in that it satisfies all 5 senses of the discerning 
tourist in a relatively short time. It does not only refer to e.g., wine tourism, gastronomic 
tourism, but contains experiences from gastronomy, wine culture, cultural and historical 
sights, modern culture, adventure, and interactive workshops. All within 3 days of stay in 
Brda.

Position. 

The offer differs from other tourist offers on the market in that it is very defined and includes 
a wide range of services that Brda offers with its wealth. Although it is only a 3-day trip, it is 
not narrowly themed (wine tourism, cultural tourism, etc.), but during the trip it provides an 
experience of a wide range of diverse offers, with interactive cooperation. It is an organized 
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trip, so the offer can evenly cover various aspects of tourist services.

There are a lot of tourist offers in Brda, the problem is that it is created by individual tourist 
providers, where the basic services they offer (e.g., gastronomic or wine offer) are limited 
only to their offer.

Brda is perceived as the sunny and sweet part of the world, as well as a region of invigo-
rating moments! Here visitors can kick back and relax with a glass of lovely regional wine 
(0 km) and get ready for a culinary extravaganza prepared with local ingredients as you 
attend the traditional festivals, wander through romantic villages or roam amongst the vine-
yards, olive groves and orchards. 

“The best way to experience Brda? A slow, multi-course meal on a terrace overlooking the 
vineyards.” Adrienne Jordan, CNN

Value from an ecotourism point of view. 

It takes care that its activity does not interfere with the nature and culture, ensure positive 
relations between tourists and hosts, and ensure financial benefits for the local providers. 
The proposed tour does not cause a negative impact on the natural environment. The offer 
is designed so that tourists will enjoy domestic, indigenous products, mostly from organic 
agriculture, and get acquainted with the customs and culture of the local population, which 
is one of the very important elements of ecotourism. Proposed tour includes a boutique 
offer of tourist services in area of Brda, where the focus is on the tourist - opposite of mass 
tourism. It is oriented towards individualism where the conscious tourist is aware in ad-
vance that he must respect the natural and cultural environment in which he is venturing.

This means that they will prefer to consume domestic, indigenous products, preferably from 
organic farming, as well as learn about the customs and culture of the local population.

Culture and history:

Gonjače lookout tower

The village of Šmartno 

Museum Briška house 

St. Martin Chich Šmartno 

Skubin Art Ceramics Studio

Church of Kozana

Cultural program at Art Circle ambasada Klinec with cultural program

Typical local eco-products: 

Local eco-tourism market of Šmartno 

Olive Bar 

Gastronomy, culinary, typical local dishes, homemade dishes, tasting: 
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Tourist farm Štekar 

Marica House 

Oton Reya Wine House

Belica

Farm Skok

Blaževi Farm

Štafnel Tourist Farm 

Active holiday and soft adventure in natural environment:

Cycling routes adventures / Cherry and Olive with e-bike

Wine safari with electric vehicles 

Projection. 

Context

Brda is located in the Slovenian Littoral region, extending from the Italian border to the 
Soča River. It is bounded by Sabotin Hill (609 meters or 1,998 feet) to the east and Korada 
Hill (812 meters or 2,664 feet) to the north. It close to the Adriatic sea on one side and to 
the Alps on the other. 

Nestled midway between the Alps and the Adriatic Sea, the Brda Region holds a special 
charm. Visitors can experience the essence of the region that lies hidden in the genuine 
appreciation of its creative cuisine, inspiring wines and friendly folk.

Its proximity to bigger and more world-known tourist center like Ljubljana and Venice offers 
huge potential to become a one/two days trip when visiting other tourist sites, mostly be-
cause it offers a unique eno-gastronomical experience surrounded with exceptional land-
scape. 

The picture-book landscape invites visitors to discover it on foot or by bike. You’ll feel well 
at ease immediately as locals pamper you with homemade wines and delectable dishes.

Projection:

This kind of concept can be transferred to any environment that offers a diverse tourist 
offer of small final providers (not companies or tourist chains) in a relatively small area. It is 
important that such tours are organized by third parties, because in the event that this offer 
is prepared by the provider of one of the services included in the tour, there is a possibility 
that the offer will be somewhat reduced for this reason. The importance and specialty of 
this tour is precisely that the tourist also experiences related tourist products from various 
providers.

Of course, this offer can also be upgraded or more tours of this type can be made, including 
other providers of tourist services. It is important that the tourist is guaranteed to satisfy 
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all 5 senses (taste, sight, smell, touch and hear), which include: accommodation, various 
types of domestic gastronomy (local providers), natural and cultural sights, cultural pro-
gram, the possibility of short hikes or hayrides, the possibility of interactive participation 
on farms (workshops on the preparation of typical food, tastings wine and olive oil, herbal 
workshops, the possibility of experience picking grapes in the fall, and various other partic-
ipation in farm work).

On the website of the brda.si providers of individual services are presented by category: 
tourism, gastronomy, local products (wine, fruit, olive growing), cultural, natural and sacred 
sights, active experiences (various cycling tours, hiking, workshops), etc. The tourist is able 
to mark the services he would like to experience and indicate the duration of the trip. 

When the tourist has marked desired tourist services, he will complete the selection and 
the tourist offer will be generated in PDF format. This pdf format contains a description of 
selected service or the providers or the tourist service. 

When the generated offer (the detailed description of the tourist service and what can be 
experienced within it) suits to the potential tourist, he will indicate on the website that he 
wants to obtain an official offer with the individual itinerary (including price). 

The official offer with the price of the tourist tour will be prepared based on the services 
selected by the tourist.

Example:

ACCOMODATION

Štekar Farm Pintar Estate

Hotel Venko Aldila Art Rooms***

Vila VITA Vipolže Aldila Art House ****

Marinič Apartments** Gredič hotel

CULINARY

Štekar Farm – tipical Brda’s dishes

Pri bregarju – prosciutto toč, Brda’s fritatta

House Marica – tipical Brda’s dishes, other dishes (suitable for children)

Gredič hotel – homemade dried meats, mushrooms dishes (suitable for children) 

Kruh in vino Vipolže – hommade disches in a modern way

Belica turizem – homemade dried meats (salamy, prosciutto), tipical Brda’s dishes, 
classic dishes

TYPICAL PRODUCTS

Turizem Kabaj – wine, grapes, khaki

Pri bregarju – cherries, plums, wine, homemade salamy and prosciutto

Sosolič vina – wines, olive oil
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Klinec Medana –, homemade dried meats (salamy, prosciutto, pork sausages), home-
made cheese

 Belica turizem – homemade salamy and prosciutto, pork sausages, wine, plums, 
olives, olive oil

ACTIVITIES

Eco mobility

Electric bikes

E-car rental

E-van rental

….

Cycling adventures

Peach (easy track – 5 km) – suitable for children over 6 years of age

Fig (easy track – 7 km)

Apricot (medium difficulty – 10 km)

Plum (more demanding tack – 30 km)o …

Hiking trips 

Trail Črnica (easy track – 3 km) – suitable for children and strollers

Trail Trzinka (easy track – 3,7 km) – suitable for children over 4 years

Trail Kozanka (medium track – 3 km) – hilly patho

…

Thematic trails with electric bikes 

The Walk of Peace (legacy of WWII)

Brda Circle of Art (visiting cultural embassies of foreign countries “Art Circle embas-
sies”

Alojz Gradnik Trail

…

Other activities and services 

Grape harvest (mid-august, September)
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Cherries harvest (end of May, June)

Plums harvest (august, September)

Wine safari

Horse riding

Typical Brda’s dishes workshop

Herbal products preparation workshop

Olive oil tasting

Wine tasting (1 producer)

Wine tasting (3 producers) with dinner

HOP ON buso

…

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS

Cultural heritage

Šmartno

The Dobrovo Castle- museum

Vila Vipolže

View tower in Gonjače

The market of homemade products Šmartnoo

…

Natural attractions

Krčnik

Sabotin – Peace Park

The primula auricula

Kožbanjšček valley

Koradao …

Sacred heritage 

Church in Šmartno

Church in Gradno
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Church in Kozana

Church in Vrhovlje pri Kožgani

Church in Senik

Church in Biljana

Church in Dolnje Cerovo

Church in Neblo

Church in Snežeče

Church in Medanao

…

Local artists

Gallery of unique ceramics, Skubin

Ivan Velišček art Gallery

Scent of Summer – Marinič

Nona Luisa

…

Events and festivals

Brda & Wine 

Brda Running Marathon

Heroes of the Vineyards Cycling Marathon

Open Wine Cellar Days (Wine days)

Days of Elementary Sound

Flores Musicae, Reinaissance Music Festival

Rebula and Olive oil Festival

Cherry festival

Dreams in Medana, festival of books and wineo

Benefits. 

The chosen trip or versions of this trip that tourist will individually choose, will bring greater 
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financial turnover to the tourist attractions and providers of tourist services, without the des-
tination having to turn into a mass tourism destination (and consequently all the negative 
aspects of mass tourism that are conflict with ecotourism).

Given that tourists will decide on this tour based on certain given parameters, the profile of 
the tourist is already known in advance, as it will be a responsible tourist who wants eco-
tourism adventures. The ecotourist is a participant who is aware of importance of minimize 
impact to the nature, provide positive experiences for the host, raise sensitivity to host 
climate, and respect natural and cultural heritage and an individual approach. Due to the 
characteristics of the ecotourist, the offer is also adopted to such needs. This is certainly a 
positive element for all tourist providers who participate in the Brda tourism offer, as they 
remain faithful to their tradition and intend to pass this fact on to the next generations - with-
out changing the concept of tourism.

 At the same time, this type of marketing of a tourist destination keeps it as a boutique, as it 
offers individual treatment to the tourist, and on the other hand, it enables providers to de-
velop in the field of ecotourism. It is a kind of win-win situation, which, due to the boutique 
direction, will refute the possibility of mass tourism, since the future of tourism is a return to 
nature, but on the other hand, it will enable the development of providers in this direction 
and, last but not least, greater earnings.

Other benefits:

Educate tourists and locals about the cultural and natural uniqueness of the Brda 
region.

Raise awareness of the diversity of the natural environment.

Provide business opportunities to local activities and communities.

7. THEMATIC TOUR IN SPAIN

7. 1. General description

Name: Back to the town
Country: Spain
Location: Fornelos de Montes and surroundings, Province of Pontevedra.

Topic: Return to traditional rural activities and rediscovery of its treasures 
and landscapes
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Description of 
the tour:

It’s a thematic tour that unites the demand for rural experiences by 
a generation of Spaniards who have grown up in urban centers and 
separated from the rural reality from which they came only one or two 
generations before, and the existence of multiple activities and small 
ecotourism services, or linked to the values   of ecotourism, which are 
not able to take advantage of the potential of their offer separately, but 
together they can generate very useful synergies and enhance their 
offer and their resources.

For this, an itinerary has been configured that allows a complete ap-
proach to the rural, including natural spaces, jobs linked to the rural, 
and the use of the rural as entertainment; through three blocks: 

- Natural rural environment
- The Sean & The Farm
- Enjoying the rural environment. 

This includes accommodation, food, games, reconnaissance expedi-
tions, sports, farm activities, and guided tours, among others; seeking 
that this approach does not artificially alter what can be carried out 
in that environment, nor use it with activities that are not its own be-
fore configuring the thematic tour. In addition, it should be noted that 
this tour has sufficient resources and flexibility to be adapted to other 
targets.

Duration: 3 days

Target audi-
ence / market:

People from urban centers interested in approaching the countryside 
as a return to their past or to the origins of most of the population, as 
well as people interested in rural life. This Thematic Tour has been 
designed with families in mind, but is easily adaptable to other pro-
files.
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Ecotourism 
attractions:

This tour offers a high level of attractiveness both in terms of comfort 
and accommodation services, as well as in the activities that can be 
carried out, providing a sufficient variety to be able to cater for differ-
ent profiles of visitors or clients, or to adapt the service to different 
needs.

	Attractions in the accommodation: natural surroundings, houses 
in a rural environment, traditional Galician food linked to the en-
vironment, possibility of organic products.

	Attractions in the natural environment: ethnographic, archaeo-
logical and natural elements; presence of a variety of animals 
and plants; links to the river and to the sea. Mountain scenery, 
environment rich in natural products and fruits.

	Attractions in the beauty of the sites: this thematic tour has 
beautiful sites with a very high level of acceptability, both in the 
mountains, with a lake, a waterfall, and a wide horizon, and near 
the sea.

	Attractions in the activities: there is the possibility of carrying out 
different activities, both thinking of carrying out tasks typical of 
rural life, agriculture or fishing, as well as purely recreational ac-
tivities in environments of enjoyment with games, water games, 
inflatables, kayaks, and others.

Integrated ele-
ments:

This thematic tour integrates previously existing small businesses, in 
a traditional rural environment with a great tourist boom at present, a 
local community implanted in that environment, in those landscapes 
and in those businesses; it also integrates businesses already of a 
relevant size in those towns that provide service at provincial lev-
el, and that provide added value in terms of potential and variety of 
possibilities; as well as integrating elements of mountain, sea, and 
different elements of the value chain, which operate in different near-
by towns.

Tourist Value 
Chain / Ser-

vices / Stake-
holders:

To configure a complete tour, accommodation and restaurants in and 
around Fornelos de Montes, local transport and local attractions in 
that area of the province, medium-sized local leisure entities located 
between the different villages and services organised with small local 
businesses have been integrated, dividing the tour days thematically, 
and on each scheduled day a value chain has been composed that 
enables businesses linked to ecotourism in those specific locations to 
now operate under the same offer.

Distribution:

This Thematic Tour can be distributed through on-line channels linked 
to rural tourism, as well as through local tour operators and local travel 
agencies or those linked to networks that work with rural tourism ser-
vices. It can also be promoted through the tourism support services of 
the Xunta de Galicia. It can also be disseminated among associations 
and stakeholders linked to nature and the rural environment, which 
are common in Galicia, to be distributed through their networks.
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7. 2. Specific information

Description. 

This is a configuration of activities that tries to take advantage of both the resources of 
the area, as well as the businesses directly or indirectly linked to ecotourism in the local 
community.

It’s an area with many natural resources, elements and services of rural tourism and ec-
otourism, managed individually; without great services or events, or common thematic 
threads, but numerous small possibilities in this field that has been tried to structure.

This Thematic Tour has two basic pillars for accommodation:

Lodging in the rural house “Casa D’Agosto”, in the municipality of Fornemos de Mon-
tes, Parroquia de Estacas, surrounded by mountains, meadows and a small river.

Restaurant service provided by local businesses, linked to traditional Galician food.

Transport by minibus managed through regular collaborators of the people who live 
in the area.

Day 1: Natural rural environment

Geocaching organized by the event company “Prime Time”, to go from the Berducido 
Church to the Oitavén river, getting to know the surrounding places and their history. 
Identification of animal and plant species along the way.
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Guided return route showing the ethnographic and archaeological heritage, highlight-
ing the petroglyphs, Foxo dos lobos, and Chozos da Serra do Suido,

Collection of wild fruits.

Tasting of traditional food at Restaurante Chalán.

After lunch, workshop on traditional Galician rural games: spinning top, marbles, Celt-
ic bowling, billiards, the frog.

MTB route through the forest.

Stargazing at the Forcarei Astronomical Observatory.

Day 2: The Sean & The Farm

Visit to the Cesantes Fishermen’s Guild, getting closer to the life of the sea and its prod-
ucts, and even being able to participate in the collection of mussels.
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Visit to the “El Kiriko” Farm School, where there will be a program of activities through 
which visitors will participate in horticultural and livestock tasks, including caring for crops, 
feeding animals, collaborating in their care, picking fruits and eggs.

A cooking workshop with organic products will be held there, where participants will pre-
pare lunch for that day with the help of professionals in organic cooking.

In the afternoon, at the “El Kiriko” Farm School, they will be able to participate in rec-
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reational archery activities, and rock climbing, among others.

Day 3: Enjoying the rural environment

Country route to see the Cascada da Feixa, and the Cascada Fervenza de Casariños, 
where you can get to know the environment among wild horses

From there, a visit will be made to the nearby town of Pontecaldelas, to make a route 
mounted on horseback.

Tasting of traditional Galician dishes at Casa Nagarola, in Fornelos de 
Montes.
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In the afternoon, there will be a playful approach to the culture of water, very present in 
the area, attending the Fornelos Wake Club, where participants will enjoy cable-skiing, the 
inflatable water park, kayaking, and paddle surfing.

Users’ experience. 

The experience on this tour is defined by the feeling that everything needed for comfort, 
enjoyment, and fun can be found in an ecotourism environment, so that the user feels 
full and feels that there will always be another drink, another appetizing meal, or another 
interesting activity. With this in mind, the tour has been provided with more activities than 
can be carried out in the time foreseen only in order to offer more variety and potential for 
adaptation, thus strengthening the possibility for very different people to have a satisfying 
experience in the same environment.

The key to offering a quality experience here is to articulate consistent sequences of activ-
ities that alternate appreciation and enjoyment.
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It is, in short, an experience of comfort and fun, of calm in nature and movement in the 
activities and in the way of appreciating it; of putting in value the local wealth articulated in 
such a way that three intense, comfortable and fun days for both adults and children, being 
able to approach possibilities as different as sea and mountain, meat and fish, hiking and 
kayaking, in a natural space close and friendly.

Strengths. 

The comparative difference of this tour is based on its versatility, since it appeals to multiple 
types of public, and adapts to different needs and moments; at the same time it propos-
es a balanced and attractive experience that mixes appreciation of the environment and 
movement. 

It is not about several activities in close proximity, but about what the activities and the 
environment can bring to certain types of people; articulated in a defined sequence so that 
the user lacks nothing, and feels that there is always something else waiting for them that 
will be worthwhile. 

This has been possible thanks to the wealth of opportunities, landscapes, and environ-
ments that exist in the surroundings of Fornelos de Montes, and in the nearby villages 
towards the coast.

Position. 

This thematic tour is a product that follows the line of other ecotourism opportunities in 
Galicia, but improves them by its variety, flexibility, and scope, being able to propose stays 
full of opportunities, natural environments and activities with a high level of comfort, and 
leaving behind the old concept of the container of heterogeneous activities without any 
vertebration.

It’s a qualitative improvement on what has existed up to now in other places, and it’s an 
excellent addition to what is positive in small and medium-sized centres, as well as in sea 
and mountain environments.

Moreover, it proposes a well-planned tourism in an area whose tourist value is growing 
year by year, thus channelling different individual initiatives towards a more consistent and 
powerful offer. It has therefore become a benchmark for ecotourism in an up-and-coming 
area.

Value from an ecotourism point of view. 

The versatility of the “Back to the town” tour adds the value of several different but close 
natural environments, their sustainable use and appreciation; the enhancement of tradi-
tional food, traditional games, assuming the rural as a comfortable option for accommo-
dation, and participating in activities that add the knowledge and care of animals, of the 
land, along with dynamic and modern water games or developed in constant contact and 
interaction with nature.

It is a mixture that makes an ecotourism environment a fun, friendly, attractive and livable 
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place to spend intense days, always respecting its sustainability.

Projection. 

The philosophy of this tour has a great potential for projection, because it is totally applica-
ble to places where different natural environments are found in a small space, and where 
ecotourism is mostly in the hands of small individual agents.

In fact, in any place where there are many small agents that develop activities potentially 
linked to ecotourism, they can take this example as an inspiring possibility to generate syn-
ergies that can be used to create a joint offer.

This is a clear and valuable way of structuring an ecotourism offer as a mosaic, adding 
possibilities at each step of the value chain or of the experience that visitors have on each 
day of their stay, and always thinking about the experience and what it brings to people at 
each moment.

Benefits. 

“Back to the town” provides benefits in terms of increased activity, facilitates the possibility 
of jointly facing new marketing possibilities in low season, times when the market drops a 
lot due to the inclemency of unstable weather; it also provides benefits in terms of experi-
ence, of sharing ways of doing and working, and definitively breaks the taboo of collabo-
ration and joint development of ecotourism initiatives for agents, entrepreneurs and small 
businesses that until now have been working alone. From now on, cooperating on common 
proposals will not only not be a problem, but will be necessary to be more competitive, but 
also to learn how to improve and strengthen the activity itself.

As for the local community, “Back to the town” provides a clear benefit by supporting the 
growth of towns that have suffered a progressive demographic and activity decline during 
the last decades, as well as potential for local business and culture.
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8. BRIEF CONCLUSIONS

This Intellectual Output of the STEFAN Project demonstrates the need for specific training 
in the ecotourism sector, but also the need and convenience of carrying out initiatives that 
drive the agents of the sector towards new possibilities of internal and external improve-
ment of the services. 

Initiatives that place them in front of real challenges at an operational level, and that open 
new windows and new horizons towards another way of doing things. 

The entities and professionals involved in the design of these five thematic tours have 
been able to see how interesting and productive it is in this sector to carry out an activity 
of accompaniment, almost mentoring, while maintaining in parallel the improvement of the 
knowledge of the people involved and the possibility of generating a common project. 

Providing knowledge and offering a new space in which to apply it.

For those people or organisations interested in designing themed tours in ecotourism en-
vironments, as well as those interested in the evolution of the sector, the STEFAN team 
would like to offer the following considerations:

The thematic tours that work best are not limited to being containers of activities.

The programmed activities have to provide a specific and measurable value, and not 
just occupy a space or a moment.

In today’s European ecotourism market, it’s essential to think of taking on a complete 
service, attending to all the needs of the users during their stay.

Every themed tour must have a planned flexibility that allows it to cater for different 
visitor profiles, and to face the inclement weather, a key element in many natural en-
vironments.

The agents and professionals in the sector are not aware of the potential and mutual 
benefit that cooperation can bring, not only at an economic or turnover level, but also 
when it comes to redefining their own activity, improving it or focusing it in a more 
productive context.

A Thematic Tour is always a work in progress; even beyond being a product, is also 
a work philosophy.

In short, here are five inspiring examples of Tour Thematic available, and the realisation of 
the need to force the horizon of ecotourism agents and project them into an era of improve-
ment and exchange that is also necessary in this business.
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Institut pro regionalni rozvoj, o. p. s. (Czech Republic)

Ecocenter Alapítvány (Hungary)

Association of Environmentally Sustainable Development Green Institute Skopje (The 
Republic of North Macedonia)

ASK Development d.o.o. Sustainable development services (Slovenia) 

Academia Postal 3 Vigo S.L. (Spain)
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